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CAZE introduces new ultra slim chrome case for Jet Black iPhone 7/7 Plus
Published on 10/05/16
A leader in ultra slim case design, CAZE today announces its first chrome case - Glozzy
for iPhone 7/ 7 Plus. Glozzy is a TPU soft case that is composed of a chromed rim and a
clear back. The anodized black Glozzy is designed to match with the new Matte Black & Jet
Black iPhone 7. Other colors include pink, gold, and silver; all are designed to match the
iPhone 7 in the respective colors. Glozzy features a minimalist design style, without
being bulky while offering full protection to the iPhone.
Hong Kong - CAZE, the leader in ultra slim case, has announced its first ultra thin chrome
case - Glozzy for iPhone 7/ 7 Plus. Glozzy is a TPU soft case that is composed of a
chromed rim and a clear back. The anodized black Glozzy is designed to match with the new
Matte Black and Jet Black iPhone 7. Other colors include pink/ gold/ and silver; all are
designed to match iPhone 7 in the respective colors. Like all other CAZE's thin cases,
Glozzy features a minimalist design style, without being bulky while offering 360 degrees
of full protection to your iPhone. Glozzy comes with a free crystal clear screen protector
and a wallet size stand for iPhone 7.
With Glozzy, you can now wrap your phone in partial reflection without hiding your Apple
logo. The classic soft case melds with lustrous metallic finishing, creating this polished
chrome case for the iPhone 7/ 7 Plus. Glozzy covers all edges of iPhone 7, while the inner
impact absorbing corners and lining provide added protection. Comprised of a chromed rim
and a soft-touch clear back, the chrome case creates a fashionable, dynamic visual
offering a mirror-like shine and an amazingly thin profile. Glozzy protects the sides of
the iPhone by protruding slightly above the front screen. The camera hole is specially
engineered to prevent the new camera on the back from touching a flat surface when laid
down. To provide further protection to the iPhone 7, a front screen film is provided.
The new glossy Jet black iPhone 7 is beautifully complimented by the gleaming chrome case.
The back of the case is highly transparent so that the apple logo would be properly
displayed. Glozzy is lightweight and offers protection for the iPhone without being bulky
and cumbersome. It covers the edges and corners of the phone while allowing easy access
for volume, mute and charging.
To Chrome your iPhone 7, you can choose from one of these Colors : Black, Pink, Gold and
Silver, Aside from the glossy case, you will get a front screen protector, a microfiber
cloth and a stand for horizontal viewing of the iPhone 7/ 7 Plus.
iPhoneCAZE:
http://www.iphonecaze.com
Glozzy chrome case for iPhone 7:
http://www.iphonecaze.com/iphone7/iphone7-plus-glozzy-thin-clear-cases.html
Glozzy chrome case for iPhone 7 Plus:
http://www.iphonecaze.com/iphone7/iphone7-glozzy-thin-clear-cases.html
Wallet Size iPhone Stand:
http://www.iphonecaze.com/iphone-protection-screen/wallet-size-iphone-stand.html
Screenshot (iPhone 7):
http://www.iphonecaze.com/media/catalog/product/cache/1/image/5e06319eda06f020e43594a
9c230972d/g/l/glozzy_tpu_iphone_home_web.jpg
Screenshot (iPhone 7 Plus):
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http://www.iphonecaze.com/media/catalog/product/cache/1/image/5e06319eda06f020e43594a
9c230972d/g/l/glozzy_tpu_iphone_home_web_2.jpg

iPhone CAZE started its business at a small shop with handmade products at the beginning
and proudly released its first iPhone case in 2007. Due to the spread of word and
increasing demand of overseas orders, iPhone CAZE began to take orders on its website in
2009. iPhone CAZE admires fashion, using leather, fabric, metal, polymer and swarovski
crystal, to bring something luxury and special on iPhone for any occasion. Copyright
2007-2016 iPhone CAZE. All Rights Reserved. Apple, the Apple logo, iPhone and iPod are
registered trademarks of Apple Computer Inc. in the U.S. and/or other countries.
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